Supplementary Figure 8:
Unsupervised hierarchical clustering analysis of DNA methylation and RNA expression on all astrocytomas. The color bars indicate various molecular features: black, IDH mutation (n=10); grey, IDH mutation (n=23); purple, 1p/19q codeletion (n=5); green, no 1p/19q codeletion (n=28); brown, GBMs (n=16); orange, lower-grade astrocytomas (n=17); pink, high MGMT promoter methylation (n=21); skyblue, low MGMT promoter methylation (n=12); tomato, TERT promoter mutation (n=17); yellowgreen, no TERT promoter mutation (n=14). White indicates missing value. (A) mRNA, cluster memberships are indicated by the color bar: red, Cluster m1 (n=14); yellow, Cluster m2 (n=7); blue, Cluster m3 (n=12). (B) DNA methylation, cluster memberships are indicated by the color bar: blue, Cluster M1 (n=22); yellow, Cluster M2 (n=11). (C) miRNA, cluster memberships are indicated by the color bar: red, Cluster mi1 (n=14); yellow, Cluster mi2 (n=8); blue, Cluster mi3 (n=11). (D) lncRNA, cluster memberships are indicated by the color bar: red, Cluster lnc1 (n=8); yellow, Cluster lnc2 (n=12); blue, Cluster lnc3 (n=13). 
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